The State of Our Union: Steadfast and Determined
by APFA President Laura Glading

T

he month of June marked the traditional start of what is widely hailed as
“the busy summer travel season.” As
if it’s even possible to fit more people and
bags onto our flights, we gear up for more
crowded airports, slower crawls through TSA
checkpoints, jam packed aircraft, overhead
bins stuffed to capacity, longer waits for hotel
limos followed by traffic choked rides to layover hotels, only to repeat the scenario the next
day, and the day after, and the day after that.
On the surface, all these things seem pretty
normal. Summer travel has always been, well
... summer travel. And through repetition, what
is new and extraordinary one day becomes,
over time, customary.

The world has changed for almost
everyone. But the work life of the Flight
Attendant has seen such utter upheaval.

Following the events of 9/11—now nearly ten
years ago—it was widely, and rightly, predicted
that modern culture would be defined in terms
of “pre-9/11” vs. “post-9/11.” Is there anyone
with memory of “pre-9/11” who has not seen
changes great and small that clearly delineate
these two periods? The world has changed for
almost everyone. But the work life of the Flight
Attendant has seen such utter upheaval. It has
changed almost entirely, while our responsibilities have increased, and continue to increase,
tremendously.
What is customary in our role as Flight Attendants in 2011 is far different from the customary of a decade ago. We face a security
ordeal which treats us as part of the problem
and not part of the solution. We've seen loss
of lives—including our colleagues—not just on
flights 11 and 77 but flight 587 shortly after;
and the saving of lives such as on flight 63
(the “shoe-bomber” flight) to name but one.
We have suffered disruptions to our careers
never before seen through fleet groundings,
ash-clouds and earthquakes, tsunamis and
radiation scares, SARS and H1N1 flu. And
there’s the restructuring agreement under
which we still labor today, all resulting in immeasurable emotional, physical and financial
hardships and adjustments.
How many “busy summer travel seasons”
have you seen? The most junior of us counts
a single decade’s worth, the average APFA
member has seen well over twice that many,
while the most senior group has lived a professional lifetime of three, four even five
decades (plus!) of monthly bids, security
screenings, boardings, deplanings, limo rides
and layovers. Whatever the length of any one
APFA member's time on the line —whether
spent all at American or at a combination of
airlines—we have each stepped up and accepted every challenge we have faced. How
have we accomplished this?

In my experience as a line Flight Attendant
and as a Union leader, in my contact with
thousands of members over my 30+ “busy
summer travel seasons,” there stands out
one single and overriding quality we each
possess. It is one which we have called upon
over and over—singly as individuals and
collectively as union members—to carry us
through year after year and which has never
failed us. It can be summed up in one word:
perseverance.

service and factory workers, now find their
role not as promoters of a profession but as
defenders. They are defending the very
livelihoods and careers of their members
against those powers who would seek to cast
them as the very face of an industry's—or of
the greater society's—ills. The success of
union contract bargaining is thus measured
lately not by what is gained for members but
by how little is lost.

We have pretty much accepted the new
customary nature of our job, that it can be
unpredictable, stressful, and even dangerous.
But we are persevering in facing the
challenges which have made us a group of
respectable, seasoned professionals and we
are unrelenting in demanding that our
sacrifices and efforts be recognized; that, at
last, we will be treated fairly. Nowhere is our
perseverance on greater display than in our
determination to achieve tangible improvements to our working agreement.

Just as we have our foundation of a strong
membership, committed to achieving our
goals, APFA as a union is clearly not alone in
this struggle, not alone in this industry, not
alone in the larger group of unionized workers
in this nation. Like our sisters and brothers at
APA and TWU here at American, at our coalition partners, at all unions—airline and nonairline—across the country who face a daily
barrage of attempts to undermine their
achievements, APFA members remain steadfast and determined. We must all call upon
our proven, demonstrated perseverance and
find even more strength to see the battle
through.

We are persevering in facing challenges
and we are unrelenting in demanding that
our sacrifices and efforts be recognized.

Three years ago, we exchanged openers with
American and began a journey which frankly
has lasted far beyond anyone's expectations
or desires, save perhaps management's.
Every time we get close to achieving some
real gains for our membership, it's proved just
beyond our grasp. It brings no solace to know
now that the company mantra touting “Pull
Together, Win Together” was never anything
but “Take More, Give Nothing.” It helps us not
that the federal legal process we are bound
to is only now slowly recovering and rebuilding from an eight-year administration of less
than union-friendly stewardship.
In mid-April I was privileged to speak before
a group of fellow Flight Attendant union leaders, members of the Coalition of Flight Attendant Unions. of which APFA is a founding
and active member. In my address I commented on the changing role now confronted
by all unions nationwide. Like most airline
unions have faced since late 2001 (there are
a few—too few—notable exceptions), those
organizations representing teachers and
nurses, police officers and firefighters, public

APFA is not alone in this struggle, not
alone in this industry, not alone in the
larger group of unionized workers in
this country.

We do ourselves a great disservice if we only
see what still lies ahead, undone. We owe it to
ourselves to take pride in our past accomplishments. APFA has built a proud profession despite a decade of events that have reshaped
every aspect of our lives and against a constant push back by corporate executives
whose only loyalty is to themselves. Through
this all, our accomplishments are many. They
are our rich history and form the foundation
that we know will carry us through to achieving an outcome we will build our futures on, to
defining our new customary.
Steadfast and determined. Persevering.
These are the terms that describe the State
of Our Union. Remain proud of what we
have done and sure of what we will achieve.
Stay unified.

Editor's note:
See “What's up at the NMB?” from President Glading's report “APFA Negotiations and the
Changing Culture of the NMB” —
Skyword - First Quarter 2011
(http://www.apfa.org/images/skyword/2011/first_quarter/president_report.pdf)
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Editor's note: Following are excerpts of President Glading’s address
delivered to Flight Attendant union leaders at a conference in April 2011.

… Within this country’s own national borders, our own working, middle class has been
under increasing, widespread assault by the corporations and political power brokers in an
attempt to not just extract concessions but to irrevocably consign decades of hard-earned
gains by working Americans to the history pages. … [As] members of the greater Coalition
of Flight Attendant Unions ... we face daily this collective, unprecedented challenge.
… [We] stand on common ground before this threat against our livelihoods, a threat which
calls on us all to move beyond the parochial concerns within our respective unions, companies and the industry. [We] stand unified against those business and political entities who
would shake our very democratic foundations by undermining the laws establishing and
protecting our rights to collectively bargain; who would bury us in a corporate-backed,
media avalanche aimed at demonizing our stature in the public eye; and who would wash
away our middle class and the values we cherish in our profession, our communities, our
nation and across the globe.
The entire structure of the laboring class in this country is being attacked from all flanks by
those bent on undermining it—or outright, openly destroying it. … [The] collective battles of
our Flight Attendant unions have foreshadowed the fight for basic workers’ rights now being
played out. … [The] current fight by public sector unions reflects that same fight waged for
most of the past decade between our own organizations and our own employers.
... Flight Attendants have had no part in the mismanagement that has plagued nearly every
major airline in the past years, but we continue to pay the price for it. The battles we have
fought since even before 2001 to defend our living standards—the strong middle-class values upon which this country is built—are now writ large in the greater society with attacks
on the same wages, pensions and benefits of public sector workers and the rights of these
same workers to collectively negotiate over their professional futures.
The entire structure of the laboring class in this country is being attacked from all flanks by
those bent on undermining it—or outright, openly destroying it. … [The] collective battles of
our Flight Attendant unions have foreshadowed the fight for basic workers' rights now being
played out. … [The] current fight by public sector unions reflects that same fight waged for
most of the past decade between our own organizations and our own employers.
Writing in his latest book entitled “Aftershock,” Robert B. Reich, Chancellor’s Professor of
Public Policy at UC Berkeley and Secretary of Labor under President Bill Clinton, calls this
the “broken bargain” in our society. Companies, he writes, have been allowed “... to break
the basic bargain with impunity—slashing jobs and wages, cutting benefits, and shifting
risks to employees, from you-can-count-on-it pensions to do-it-yourself 401(k)s, from good
health coverage to soaring premiums and deductibles. [They have been] allowed to bust
unions and threaten employees who tried to organize ...”
... If we are to win in our parallel fights to regain and advance our members’ hard-earned
standard of living, if we are to better the lives, professions and futures of all Flight Attendants—American’s middle class even—then we must continue the vital cooperation
between our coalition of unions. This becomes our unprecedented opportunity: to pledge
the talents, the efforts and the energies of ... our coalition partners and turn the tide back
to our favor, in the corporate boardrooms, in the halls of government power and in the
hearts and minds of the public.
… Professor Reich [in] his 2009 essay “Why We Need Stronger Unions, and How to Get
Them,” placed unions at the center of what he described as a “virtuous circle”—with
wages and benefits that supported commerce in this country and kept the economy going.
“The American middle class isn’t looking for a bailout or a handout,” he said. “Most people
just want a chance to share in the success of the companies they help to prosper.” He’s
right, of course. And it is not hyperbole to call our battle a virtuous one. It's more than just
dollars and cents but a moral fight for our core values.
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We do ourselves a great disservice if we only see what still lies ahead, undone.
We owe it to ourselves to take pride in our past accomplishments.
APFA’s activities go far beyond the battle at the bargaining table. Your local Base Representatives: Chairs, Vice Chairs, OCRs
and other reps, work daily to better the lives of the Flight Attendants at their base and—through their roles on the APFA
Board—the greater Flight Attendant corps. You should carry your base Chair and Vice Chair’s phone number or email contact
in your cell phone. They know your base, your needs and the local management and need to hear from you. If they have an
email list, join it today.
At APFA Headquarters too, an experienced group of National Coordinators and Representatives are there to assist you and
your base reps. Contact them via email, phone or through APFA.org. Explore APFA.org, plus APFA’s Facebook and Twitter
sites, frequently. Sign up for the APFA HotLine for regular weekly and special messages with information you need to know.
As was included in President Glading’s State of Our Union reports the past two years, below is just a sampling of our members’
and Union’s activities and achievements as gleaned from the approximately 80 Weekly and Special HotLine Updates sent over
the past year, June 2010 through May 2011. Links to additional information and documents are included. All HotLines are
archived on APFA.org and are freely accessible without member login through the HotLine link from the APFA.org main
page. If you are not receiving the HotLine in your email, please sign up today. Use the link at the top of the current Hotline
message found at: www.apfa.org/hotline

• AA Flight Attendants are in the news for
their skills in reacting to several diverse
onboard events: from their calm handling
of a loaded, free-wheeling (backwards!)
777 at DFW; to aiding in delivering a newborn on a PAP-FLL flight; to assisting the
Captain in landing a SFO-ORD flight when
the FO became incapacitated.
• Procedures are improved concerning
Flight Attendant rest accommodations
when malfunctions occur in 777 Main
Deck Bunks.
http://www.apfa.org/images/dept/contract/
crew_bunk_malfunction_lou_june2010.pdf
• APFA members continue to confront their
FSMs over possible scab training–whether
conducting or receiving such. APA leaders
issue a letter stating the Pilots’ Union’s full
support in our campaign against the training of replacements.
http://www.apfa.org/images/hotline/apa_let
ter_21jun10.pdf
• While AA management continues their
stall strategy in negotiations, APFA
updates AA’s key investors as well as
members of the US Congress in letters
detailing our positions and AMR's
disingenuous tactics.
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/
amr_investor_letter_062910.pdf
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/
062910_nego_update.pdf
• AMR accompanies its second quarter
2010 loss statement in July with its usual
spin of how “it’s just not management’s
fault;” APFA counters with a widely distributed “white paper” entitled: “What’s
wrong with American Airlines: a Critical
Financial Analysis.”
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/
white_paper.pdf

• In response to APFA’s outreach,
Congressional members contact CEO
Arpey directly to express their support of
APFA. A sampling of their letters appears
on APFA.org.
http://www.apfa.org/images/legislation/
congress_writes.pdf
• Michael Kelliher (retired IOR) becomes
the second former APFA President to join
the National Mediation Board, following
Denise Hedges (retired IOR) who joined in
2000.
• APFA hires a new Washington lobbyist,
Peter Goelz of O'Neill and Associates, to
work with APFA member Julie Frederick in
promoting issues of interest to Flight
Attendants and APFA to leaders in all
levels of government. Julie continues her
updates to the membership on our Union’s
legislative work on the Government Affairs
Weekly Briefs page of APFA.org.
http://www.apfa.org/content/view/1884/163
• APFA joins other members of the Coalition
of Flight Attendant Unions in a joint press
release to push for passage of the FAA
Reauthorization Bill containing key Flight
Attendant provisions.
http://www.apfa.org/images/legislation/fa_
coalition_release_9_1_10.pdf
• The core “table team” members of APFA’s
full team of negotiators are called to meet in
Florida with Federal Mediator Pat Sims. The
meeting is later postponed by the NMB. Following the postponement, President Glading
travels to Washington to meet personally
with the Director of the NMB's Mediation
Department to discuss the ongoing issues
and progress of talks as by this time it’s
been nearly two and a half years since talks
began and six months since APFA requested
that the Board take the necessary steps to
trigger the thirty-day cooling off period.

• APFA members Nancy Rivard (International President of Airline Ambassadors)
and IOR Flight Attendant Sandy Fiorini
continue to bring the issues over Human
Trafficking to Flight Attendants and the
public alike in promoting Human Trafficking
Awareness Month. All members are
encouraged to go to their websites:
http://www.airlineamb.org/
http://www.innocentsatrisk.org/
• APFA is advised that a new date for midOctober, in Washington, is now set for the
rescheduled meeting between APFA’s
“table team” negotiators, NMB Chief of
Staff, Dan Rainey, and Director of Mediation, Larry Gibbons. APFA's presentation
and position is spelled out in the
10.19.2010 Special HotLine Update
(http://www.apfa.org/content/view/1953/893/)
and the regular HotLine of 10.22.2010
(http://www.apfa.org/content/view/1954/893/).
• President Glading makes a Call to Action
to members to contact the three members
of the National Mediation Board directly
to “make sure your voice and story is
heard.” APFA’s Facebook page
(http://www.facebook.com/apfaunity) is
used to spread the word.
• The APFA Board of Directors conducts its
fall Board meeting. Members may view
meeting minutes and other documents at:
http://www.apfa.org/content/category/21/7
8/123/
• The recall of up to 545 Flight Attendants
(June 2010 began with 1360 on the recall
list) is announced, with return dates
spread over the next several months.
• APFA’s Communications Department
makes a switch to a new email distribution
system for HotLine and Urgent email
alerts. Sign up yourself and encourage
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others to receive HotLine messages in
your email box or on your mobile device.
http://www.apfa.org/content/category/9/50
3/897/

cussions with the Director of Mediation
Service and the National Mediation Board
Members to continue discussion over status of the talks.

• AA accelerates the recall of 55 Flight Attendants on the furlough recall list, moving
them up into the group returning on June
1, 2011.

• APFA issues a follow-up to its “white
paper” from July and presents it during a
visit to airline industry analysts on Wall
Street by President Laura Glading, Vice
President Brett Durkin, Chief Negotiator
Anne Loew, Labor Counsel Rob Clayman
and Airline Economist Dan Akins.
http://www.apfa.org/images/press/ws_pres
s_briefing_111010.pdf

• Continuing to counter AA’s media department and their “smoke and mirrors” campaign, APFA issues another response to
management’s claims over their proposals.
Read “It’s Getting Smoky in Here” online.
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/s
moky1.pdf

• APFA’s Safety and Security Department
participates on a joint Operational Response Team along with Flight, Flight
Service, APA, SOC and Safety, Security
and Environmental, M&E, Airport Services
and the TWU, to develop contingency
plans and review information on the Japan
tsunami and nuclear plant crisis.

• Read Part 2 of “What’s Wrong with American Airlines: a Critical Financial Analysis”
online.
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/
white_paper_pt2_11nov10.pdf
• Leaders of all three unions at AA (APFA,
APA and TWU) meet during a two-day
summit to discuss their respective negotiations and the NMB. Although the unions
communicate regularly, this is the first
meeting since the newly elected leadership of APA.
http://www.apfa.org/images/press/110910_
aa_unions_nmb.pdf
• The NMB follows up the October meeting
with APFA’s “table team” negotiators by
scheduling a meeting between Director of
Mediation Services, Larry Gibbons, and
both the APFA and AA Negotiating Teams
for the first week of January 2011.
• Initially told not to expect actual bargaining
during the meeting between APFA, AA and
the NMB scheduled for January 4-6, 2011,
APFA is now advised to plan for bargaining
sessions during the meeting dates in
Nashville. President Glading commented:
“The company has an opportunity to start
2011 on a positive note with labor peace.
But they must put real money on the table
because we will not accept a proposal that
would leave the Flight Attendants making
less in the end than they do today.”
• The January meetings take place as
scheduled but without an agreement
reached.
http://www.apfa.org/images/press/newyear
_talks_06jan11.pdf
• After reaching no agreement in the
January 4-6 talks in Nashville, APFA
exposes the fallacies of AA's negotiations
spin in an online document: “More TAALL
TAALES from American Airlines.”
http://www.apfa.org/images/negotiations/ta
ll_tales2.pdf
• The National Mediation Board informs
APFA that, at present, they are not acting
on our request for release and there are
no additional meetings scheduled. APFA
President Laura Glading plans further dis-

• The recall of an additional 368 Flight Attendants is announced February 8, with
return dates set for June 1 continuing into
the summer.
• APFA members join TWU in their organized activities and informational picketing
greeting the thousands of football fans departing through DFW following the Super
Bowl.
• President Glading and other members of
the APFA Negotiating Team meet with the
three members of the National Mediation
Board in Washington on February 15.
APFA makes its case and shares our frustrating struggle with the NMB, this time directly to the three Board Members.
• APFA negotiates the recall of an additional
200 Flight Attendants—over the 368 recalls
earlier announced—to return in two
groups on July 15 and October 15. Any
furloughees then remaining on the recall
list will receive unlimited recall rights. In the
resolution agreeing to the recall and recall
rights extension, the APFA Board of Directors permits the company to hire up to 30
Mandarin speakers for the new LAX to
Shanghai route. Restrictions on the hiring
are detailed in the Board resolution, available online at: http://www.apfa.org/images
/bod/feb_2011/2_mandarin_speakers.pdf
• APFA opens a survey on APFA.org for
members to express their level of confidence in AA management.
• APFA holds its Annual Convention for 2011
in Washington, following a day of lobbying
Congress on Capitol Hill conducted by
APFA Board Members and other Representatives. Members may view convention minutes and other documents at:
http://www.apfa.org/content/view/2036/903
• APFA supports union and political leaders
in Wisconsin in their fight to preserve hardwon and long-standing rights of public
sector workers to bargain collectively.
Letters are posted online at: http://www.ap
fa.org/images/national_officers/laura/ellis
_feb2011.pdf
http://www.apfa.org/images/national_officers
/laura/neuenfeldt_feb2011.pdf
http://www.apfa.org/images/national_officers
/laura/march_2011_letter_to_wi_senators.pdf

• The Flight Attendant base at DCA-I closes
as the spring flying schedule included no
direct international flying originating from
any DCA co-terminal airport.
• The APFA Negotiating Team meets in
early April with the NMB’s Director of Mediation and discusses options to reach a
deal with AA management outside of a
cooling-off period. Details are posted in a
Negotiations Update emailed to members
on April 9.
http://www.apfa.org/content/view/2038/907
• Ramping up to the “Seeing Red Over Corporate Greed” picketing and leafleting
events planned system-wide on April 20,
APFA issues and publicizes “indictments”
of AA's top executive officers detailing the
depth of their “managerial incompetence
and moral contempt.”
http://www.apfa.org/images/press/apfa_ind
ictment_20april2011.pdf
• APFA members loudly protest Flight Service’s “Face of Your Base” campaign, an
outcry echoed in media outlets far beyond
our borders. Members’ efforts are instrumental in the eventual cancellation of the
"beauty contest" portion of the campaign.
• Flight Attendants join other employee
groups to protest unbridled corporate
greed at the AMR Annual Shareholders
and Board of Directors meeting in Los
Angeles.
http://www.apfa.org/images/press/051611_
la_shareholder_protest.pdf
• The Coalition of Flight Attendant Unions
meets outside of Washington with several
members of APFA leadership, including
President Glading, in attendance. Comprised of unions representing over 90,000
Flight Attendants at 26 U.S. airlines, the
group discusses ways to jointly advance
the interests of our profession.
• Testing begins on an iPhone/iPad app for
APFA members, including a multitude of
useful items such as a legality calculator,
layover rest calculator, crew rest break
calculator, two for one calculator, instant
access contract and on-duty contract
guide to name a few.
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